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This Thesis covers the comparison of a hydraulic
rotary circuit and a small gasoline engine on the basis
of speed, torque, and horsepower.

In this study, a

dynamometer was used to rate the gasoline engine at
certain RPM's as to torque and horsepower.

The hydraulic

rotary circuit was measured by RPM readings and pressure
settings to determine torque and horsepower comparable to
the dynamometer readings.

The hydraulic rotary circuit

was then placed on a go-cart to confirm mobility
capability.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
General Area of Concern
The manufacturing and construction industries have
used fluid power for many years.

It is used to move tons

of soil and move parts in and out of machinery.

Fluid

power is also used to operate waterways and cool engines.
Hydraulics and fluid power are around, even though they
may not be seen.
Motion can be controlled with rotary hydraulic
circuits.

This is seen in hydrostatic lawnmowers and

conveyor belts in the manufacturing arena.

Motion

control is an important factor in the industrial
workplace and needs special attention when designing.
Several objectives are stated to complete the study.
They are as follows.
Objectives
1. Design and construct a hydraulic rotary circuit.
2.Analyze the circuit and compare it to a typical
go-cart gasoline engine according to speed,
horsepower, and torque.
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3 . Install the circuit on a go- cart to confirm
mobility capabilities .
Significance of the Study
Typical mobility of a go-cart via gasoline engine
could be replaced with that of a hydraulic circuit
according to certai n design parameters such as speed and
torque .
Go- carts con tain mostly the same part s when focusing
on the drive train .

A gasoline engine is used for the

prime mover and a clutch system for the transmission of
power to a sprocket and chain to drive a wheel .

The

determining factor of speed and torque in this set up is
the RPM and horsepower of the prime mover a l ong with the
gear ratios .
In a hydraulic rotary circuit , the drive train
consists of a prime mover (i . e . gasoline engine) , pump ,
pressure relief valve , flow control , direct i onal control ,
brake valves , and hydraulic motor .

The flow of fluid

rather t han the sprockets of a conventional go-cart
determine the gear ratios .

The flow of the fluid and

displacement of the pump and hydraulic motor determine
speed a nd torque.
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Definition of Terms
1. Power Supply
A power supply in a hydraulic system consists of
a motor, pump, pressure relief valve, filtration,
reservoir, and the conductors to connect them to
each other.
2. Volumetric Efficiency (VE)
The efficiency at which a pump or motor moves
fluid.

It is expressed in a percentage.

3. Displacement
The volume of fluid discharged in one cycle.
4. Delivery
The volume of fluid delivered in a specific
amount of time. Expressed in gallons per minute
(GPM) •

5. Pressure
The result of weight acting on an area.

The

units are represented in pounds per square inch
(psi) .
6. Torque
The force that is applied tangentially to a
circular path in combination with the distance to
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the center of rotation.

This is measured in inch

pounds (in. lbs.)
7. Prime Mover
The main source of power in a system.
8. Horsepower
550 pounds moving one foot in one second.
550 (ft. lbs./sec)
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1 HP=

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Small Gasoline Engine
Small engines take gasoline and ignite it in order
to produce some sort of work.

Internal combustion

engines can be used as drive systems for all sorts of
applications such as cars, go-carts, and log splitters.
A four stroke engine has four movements; intake,
compression, combustion, and exhaust.

In the intake

stroke, a valve opens and lets gasoline enter the
cylinder as the piston travels to the bottom of the
cylinder.

The compression stroke pushes the piston to

the top of the cylinder and compresses the gasoline.

A

spark plug ignites the gasoline and air mixture to force
the piston down during the combustion stroke.

Finally,

the piston shoves the excess gases out the exhaust valve
by returning to the top of the cylinder during the
exhaust stroke
(http://auto.howstuffworks.com/enginel.htm).
This process is commonly used to produce movement to
an output shaft in order to drive some other mechanical
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device to perform a task.

How it can perform its task is

determined by horsepower, speed, and torque.
Every engine has a maximum torque at a certain RPM
and a peak horsepower at a certain RPM.
rated in this fashion.

Engines are

For example, an engine could be

rated at 300 HP@ 3500 RPM and have a torque rating of
200 ft.-lbs. @ 3000 RPM
(http://auto.howstuffworks.com/horsepower2.htm).
Engines are rated at maximum horsepower that they
produce, however, as speed fluctuates, so does the
horsepower.

This means that the operating horsepower is

less than the rated horsepower in a gasoline engine.

If

the horsepower is fluctuating, then the torque is also.
The general rule is to expect around 85% of the rated
horsepower to be usable (Schneider, 1999).
Speed and torque of a small gasoline engine are
noticed to have ranges as well.

Most small engines do

not turn faster than 4,000 RPM and tend to have a maximum
torque range between 2,600 and 3,000 RPM.

The

application of the engine has to be considered when
installing a small gasoline engine because of its
limitations in HP, speed, and torque (Schneider, 1999).
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Hydraulic Principles
Pascal's law states that: Pressure exerted on a
confined liquid:
1. is transmitted undiminished;
2. is transmitted in all directions;
3. acts with equal force on equal areas; and,
4. acts at right angles to those areas.
These formulas come from Pascal's law:
1. Force equals Pressure multiplied by Area F = P *
A

2. Pressure equals Force divided by Area P = F / A
3. Area equals Force divided by Pressure A=

FI P

These are the basic principles that cause fluid
power to do work. Fluid is used as a mechanism for the
transfer of power through a closed fluid system referred
to as hydrostatic (Reeves, 1997).
Fluids
The fluid properties that are important
characteristics in the study are: density, specific
gravity, and viscosity.

The fluid's response to loads

depends on its mass per unit volume, or density.

Since

water is the most abundant liquid on earth, it is used to
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signify specific gravity.

Specific gravity is the

comparison of the density of the material against the
density of water.
a liquid.

Viscosity is the resistance to flow of

This is related to the size and shape of the

molecules and the density of the liquid.

If the

molecules are close together, the mass doesn't want to
flow (Halliday, Resnick, 1988).
There are a few types of liquids used: oil, water,
and synthetic fluids.

Oil is widely used because of its

abundance and lubricating properties.

The· only drawback

is that oil promotes fire when exposed to high
temperatures.

Water is the most abundant fluid on the

planet and it's cheaper and denser than oil.

One of the

disadvantages is that water causes oxidation.

Synthetic

fluids such as Phosphate-ester are fire retardant and can
be run in systems that operate at 150 degrees F.

No

matter what the fluid is, use the fluid that applies to
the needs and design principles (Reeves, 1997).
Power Supply
A power supply must consist of a few components: A
reservoir, a pump, filtration, drive motor, pressure
relief valve, and the conductors to connect it.
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The

reservoir is used to contain and condition the fluid.

It

can also serve to mount other power supply components.
The reservoir must be large enough to hold up to three
times the amount of fluid needed to run the circuit and
contain a chamber to cool the fluid down and strain it.
This is achieved by a baffle plate, which separates the
return fluid from the supply fluid so it has a chance to
cool down.

It usually contains a strainer to filter out

the unwanted particles in the fluid (Reeves, 1997).
Units can be added to the outside of the tank to filter
the fluid
(http://www.dpamagazine.co.uk/products/200203March/prod_p
neutextl2.htm).
To operate a fluid power system, a pump mechanism is
needed to transfer the fluid.

The pump operation

requires a vacuum to charge the system.

Atmospheric

pressure is used to force supply fluid into the pump.
Characteristics of a pump are as follows.
Pump displacement is the volume of fluid discharged
from the pump in one cycle.

This is also the rating of

the pump or the capacity as it is sometimes referred to.
Since displacement is theoretical, we have to account for
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the efficiency of the pump, or volumetric efficiency.
This is expressed as a percentage.

V.E. = (Actual

displacement/ Theoretical displacement) * 100.

This

calculation will show what the true displacement of the
pump is.

The Delivery of the pump is expressed in volume

per unit time, or gallons/min.

This is the rate at witch

fluid is supplied to a circuit (Reeves, 1997).
Pumps are made in several different designs.

Each

of these pumps comes in different sizes and shapes.

They

also have different V.E. according to their design.

Gear

pumps are constructed of two gears, one driven, one
drive.

These gears trap fluid between the teeth and

cause a vacuum chamber that pressurizes fluid and then
transfers it.

The efficiency on gear pumps is around 70%

and they are good for dirty environments.
efficient pump is a Vane pump with 80%.

A more
Vane pumps run

smoother and quieter than gear pumps but tend to be more
expensive.

It consists of a chamber with collapsible

vanes that create the vacuum for transport.

The most

expensive but most efficient pump is a Piston pump.
These pumps are around 90% efficient and use a set of
rotary pistons to transmit fluid.
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All of the pumps

mentioned are complex devices that have been developed
over time with better efficiency and application (Reeves,
1997) .
A pressure relief valve is needed to keep the system
from exploding.

This valve allows the fluid to return to

tank when the pressure reaches a certain level.

It is

considered a safety valve
(http://www.tadano.co.jp/ihq/abc/knowl4.html).
Cylinders and Linear Circuitry
Linear actuators are commonly referred to as
cylinders.

These cylinders either extend or retract.

They are used for movement and linear travel.

Cylinders

consist of a head and base end cap, rod, seals, sleeve,
and ports.

Basically, fluid is pushed into one side of

the cylinder and causes it to move in that particular
direction.

The movement of the cylinder and the force it

has depends on the cross sectional area and stroke of the
cylinder (Vickers, 1970).
Cylinders come in all shapes and sizes.

The main

criteria for a cylinder are cross sectional area and
stroke size.

These factors are taken into consideration

when designing a circuit (Reeves, 1997).
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Directional Control
One of the primary considerations of all fluid
power circuits is to control the direction of fluid flow.
There are many parameters that direction controls are
described with.

The primary ones are the number of

different flow paths and the number of separate positions
(Reeves, 1997).
Check valves are the simplest types of directional
control valves.

This is a two position, normally closed,

spring activated control valve.
only allow flow in one direction.

This means that it will
There are many types

of check valves that differ mainly in design, but not in
function (Reeves, 1997).
Sequencing valves are check valves that consist of a
cylinder that sticks out of the top of the valve housing.
When the piston is pushed down, the valve opens and
allows flow for a sequence of operations.

These valves

can be set to cycle rates and also to feed rates.
are used in drill presses in industry.

They

The valves can be

compared to "AND" and "OR" gates in electronics (Reeves,
1997).
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The most popular directional control valve is a
multiple path control.

This allows for fluid to pass

through multiple directions according to the setting.
The operator usually determines the activation of these
valves.

They can be lever activated,

solenoid activated,

(bulldozer), or

(PLC controlled system).

The

mechanism inside that allows this to happen is the
sliding spool.

For example, a three position, two-way,

lever activated directional control valve.

This means

that it has three positions: forward, neutral, and
reverse.

The two-way means that the fluid is allowed to

flow in two different directions.

The lever activation

means that a handle operates the valve manually (Reeves,
1997).

Pressure Control
Pressure is needed in a fluid power circuit to
overcome opposing forces.

The amount of pressure that

builds up in the circuit has to be limited in order to
assure that no damage will occur to the components.
Simple relief valves are used to limit the maximum
pressure allowed to develop in the circuit.

Compound

relief valves are used to restrict flow until operating
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pressure is reached.

A method of counter-balancing uses

a pressure valve to impose a load on the exhaust side of
a retracting cylinder to insure a load does not impact on
full retraction.

This is an obvious safety measure as

well as effective technique.

Sequencing can occur using

a pressure valve commonly referred to as a pressurereducing valve.

This valve reduces the pressure that is

allowed through the port and causes another action to
take place before the pressure builds up enough to open
the valve (Vickers, 1970).
Flow Control
Flow control valves are used to reduce the volume of
fluid allowed to pass through the valve into the circuit.
There are many types of flow controls.
simplest is a fixed orifice check valve.

One of the
This valve is

normally open in one direction but in the other, it is
restricted causing reduced flow.

The most common are

gate, globe, and needle valves (Reeves, 1997).
The first method of flow control is called meter in
flow control.

A flow control valve is placed in the

working lines before the directional control.

The valve

will control all of the fluid going into the circuit.
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This method is used when a force is constantly opposing
the circuit.

The second method is meter out.

When a

load is assisting the movement of an output, this method
is preferred.

A valve is placed in the return line that

is going back to the tank.

The exhaust or return fluid

is restricting the flow of the fluid.
is called bleed off.

The final method

Bleed off is when a valve is

attached to the supply line that leads directly back to
the tank.

This simply diverts fluid back to the

reservoir.

This is used for simple speed control but is

not intended for loads or accuracy that might be needed
in a sequencing circuit (Reeves, 1997).
Rotary Circuit
Not all of hydraulic circuits are created for linear
motion.

Rotary circuits are designed for rotary motion.

This concept requires some factors that need to be
considered for design.

Torque is a major factor that

needs to be taken into consideration.

Resistance to

rotation in rotary motion results in pressure building up
in the circuit.

The force has to become greater than the

external load before rotation will begin.
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The operating

speed of a hydraulic motor is measured in RPM (Reeves,
1997) .
Hydraulic motors are used to provide rotary motion.
Most rotary motors are basically just pumps (Gear, vane,
and piston).

The efficiency of the motors and all of the

parameters are the same as pumps.

The only difference is

that the drive gear and the driven gear are backwards.
The pump is driving the hydraulic motor's driven gear,
making the drive gear the output shaft (Reeves, 1997).
One of the problems with a rotary circuit is the
build up of pressure when resistance to rotation occurs
(sudden stops).

To fix this problem, a set of brake

valves is implemented into the circuit.

These valves are

normally closed pressure control valves.

They work by

allowing the built up pressure to escape back to the tank
without the fluid damaging the motor.

If braking is

needed in both directions, then two brake valves will
have to be installed.
Another aspect of a rotary circuit is flow control.
All three methods of flow control can be implemented into
a rotary circuit.

This mechanism is used to control the

speed of the motor in both directions (Reeves, 1997).
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Auxiliary Fluid and Power Supply
In a hydraulic circuit, it is possible to have fluid
supplied from another source other than the main tank.
Intensifiers and accumulators accomplish this.
Accumulators function as auxiliary power supplies.

They

are basically containers that store fluid under pressure.
This device can be used to hold a cylinder in place for a
period of time when the directional control is in the
closed position (Reeves, 1997).
There are a few types of accumulators: spring and
gas charged.

Spring type accumulators store fluid

against a spring that forces the fluid back out when
pressure drops.

The gas charged accumulator has a bag of

pressurized gas that acts against the incoming fluid and
forces it out when pressure drops (Vickers, 1970).
When using accumulators in a circuit, the extra
fluid needed to fill the container has to be taken into
account.

This is accomplished by increasing the size of

the reservoir.
Intensifiers can be described as a booster.

It has

an input of high volume, low pressure that converts the
output to a high pressure, low displacement output.
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Basically it is used to get a burst of high pressure.
This component can be used to finish a cycle during a
failure.

Many machines in industry use this to make sure

that a machine doesn't get stuck in a sequence when a
failure occurs (Vickers, 1970).
Fluid Distribution
Fluid distribution occurs with the use of
conductors.

There are three types of conductors: piping,

tubing, and hosing.

These are the physical channels that

fluid takes to get from component to component.

Piping

is rigid and usually constructed of mild steel.

Piping

can handle higher pressures than tubing or hosing.
Tubing is thin walled steel that can be bent to change
the flow direction.

Hosing is usually made from plastic

or rubber and is the weakest of all the conductors.
advantage of hosing is its flexibility.
sizes of conductors.

The

There are many

There is a standard of conductor

sizing to refer to when designing a circuit.

The

conductors are almost always threaded at the end and make
for potential leaks.

This is apparent in older machinery

in today's factories. Hydraulic fluid is usually on the
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floor, which is a biohazard, as well as a safety hazard
(Reeves, 1997).
There is another alternative to conventional methods
of fluid distribution.

Integrated manifolds are used for

more efficiency and less leak points.

These manifolds

can save up to 70% labor costs
(http://www.continentahydraulics.com/inthydcircuits.htm).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of the Research Objective
1. To design and construct a hydraulic rotary
circuit.
2.Analyze the circuit and compare it to a typical
go-cart gasoline engine according to speed,
horsepower, and torque.
3. Install the circuit on a go-cart to confirm
mobility capabilities.
Circuit Design
The circuit was designed with the components
available.

See Appendix A for circuit diagram and

Appendix B for component descriptions.
Power Supply
The power supply in this closed system consists of a
prime mover, pump, pressure relief valve, filtration,
reservoir, and the conductors to connect it.
The prime mover is a 3.5 horsepower, side shaft,
gasoline engine. The prime mover will be mounted on a
metal reservoir tank with an internal strainer.
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The reservoir has the capacity to hold at least
three times the amount of fluid as needed by the circuit
to allow for cooling time and staining .

Figu re 1 shows

the calculation .

CAPmin(gal) =

DELpump*2

=

1.8

CAPmax(gal) =

DELpump*3

=

1.8

Figure 1 . Reservoir Capacity .

The reservoir capacity was calculated at the maximum
flow rate of the pump, 1 . 8 gpm, at the speed setting of
3500 RPM of the prime mover .

This will allow the tank to

hold the maximum desired fluid volume for the system .
Also mounted on the tank is a pump that is connected
to the prime mover via spider gears to transfer the
power . The pump has a 1 . 8 GPM, 4000 RPM maximum, with a
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. 1485 cubic inch per revolution displacement . Figure 2
shows the calculation for the displacement of the pump .
The pump is rated by the manufacturer at 1 . 8 gpm@
3500 RPM.

At volumetric efficiency, the pump produces

. 1485 cubic inches per revolution of fluid.

Displacement for the Pump
3

DISpurnp(in /rev) =

DELpurnp(gpm) =
Speed(rev/rnin) =
VE( %) =
DISpump(in /rev)

3

DELpurnp(qpm)*231(in /gal)
Speed(rev/rnin)*VE( %)
1.8
3500
0.8
). 14tiS

I

Figur e 2 . Pump Displacement.

Attached to the pump is a pressure relief valve to
return over pressurized fluid back to the tank .

The

valve has to be able to be set above the operat ing
pressure so the circuit has adequate power to produce
movement .

This valve has ½"ports with a 16 GPM capacity

and 5000 psi maximum pressure rating .
relief valve pressure setting .
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Figure 3 shows the

Pressure Relief Valve Setting
Prel (lbs/in

2

Prun (lbs/in
P.

2

)

= Prun (lbs/in2)

)

=

+

400 (psi)

1400

. ( lOS/ l.n I

HS

Figure 3 . Pressure setting on the relief valve .

Since the hydraulic motor is rated at a continuous
pressure of 1800 psi, the pressure relief valve is set to
1800 psi to avoid damage to the motor.

The run pressure

must stay at around 1400 psi , but the system must not
exceed 1800 psi , in order for the circuit to rotate
because of loss through the relief valve.
Flow Control
The next component is a flow cont r o l valve .

The

reason for putting the flow control before the
directional control is a method of flow control called
meter in .

This is used because there is a constant

opposing force (weight of the cart , hill , etc . ) .

A ball

valve functions as an accelerator as well as a breaking
system .

The ball valve used in this circuit has a hand

lever and½" line ports.
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Directional Control
Now the directional control is added.

This is a

three position, two-way, closed center, lever controlled
directional control valve.
reversed and cut off.

This allows the flow to be

Basically this is used for

forward, park, and reverse.

The particular directional

control used in this circuit has 3/8" line ports.
Brake Valves
Brake valves are used to protect the hydraulic motor
from damage.

These valves are normally closed pressure

control valves.

They work by allowing the built up

pressure to escape back to the tank.

Since the go-cart

has forward and reverse capabilities, two brake valves
must be used to compensate for both directions.

The

setting has to be above the pressure relief valve for the
valves to work.
work on the cart.

Brake valves are what make the "brakes"
They allow for a smooth transition

from motion to dead stop.

In this application, a

pressure control valve is used that has 3/8" ports and a
2,000 psi rating.

Figure 4 shows the calculation of the

brake valve settings for this system.
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Brake Valve Settinqs
2

P brake (lbs/in

-

)

=

T(in.lbs) =
3
DIS(in /rev) =
P b~at

\~bs/in

* 1.1 * 1.1

T(in . lbs ) * 2PI
3
DIS (in /rev)
693
3

1 5~ . JL28

1

I

Figure 4 . Brake Valve Settings .

Si nce the hydraulic motor is rated at 693 inch
pounds of torque and has a displacement of 3 cubic inches
per revoluti on ; the brake valve is set by using those
numbers to prevent possible damage to the hydraulic
motor . The pressure relief valve is set higher than the
break valves at this point .
the relief valve function .

This creates a problem with
If the break valves are set

lower than the relief valve , when a load is applied that
causes the system to reach the pressure of t he break
valve , the break valve will act like the relief valve .
This causes fluid to circulate through the system before
the relief valve pressure is met .

In doing this , you do

not reach the full potential of the circuit and the
breaking system will not work .
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Since the break valves

are not added until the hydraulic circuit is installed on
the car, it is no t a concern at this moment .
Hydraulic Motor
The hydraulic motor is attached and the circuit is
complete. In this case , the displacement is fixed at 3
cubic inches per revolution.

It has a maximum RPM of 678

and 9 GPM maximum fl ow rating.

The po rts are ½" NPT with

a 1 , 800psi operating pressure .

The torque specification

is 693 inch pounds of continuous t o rque .

Figure 5 shows

the torque rating of the hydraulic motor .

Torm1e Ra tina of the mot or
TR (in . lbs/l00psi ) =

T (in. l bs )
Pc-un (lbs / in

TR

T (in . lbs ) =
2
Pc-un (lbs/in ) =
in . -bs/1<' ps ...

* 100
2

)

693
1400
4 J • ...,

I

Figure 5 . Torque Rating .

Fluid Di stribution
The types of conducto rs used in this system are hose
and pipe .

The working hoses will be 3000 psi maximum
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½"and 3/8" hoses.
40 pipe.

The inlet piping will be 1/2" schedule

Figure 6 shows the calculations.

The nominal sizes for the inlet conductor is around
1/2" and the working lines are either 3/8" or 1/4".
These numbers are flexible because the mathematics give
ranges that can be used.

Due to convenience,¾" inlet

piping and 3/8" working hoses are used.

The maximum

delivery of the pump, 1.8 gpm, was used to calculate
these ranges at the maximum speed of 3500 RPM by the
prime mover.
Circuit Comparison
Dynamometers use water as a load mechanism during
engine testing. Water flows to create a resistance to the
engine or motor. A controlled flow of water is directed
at the absorber center, and via centrifugal force, is
expelled towards the outside of the dynamometer and into
the stator. As the water hits the stator, it decelerates,
causing an applied load to the input device. Through the
water's continual acceleration and deceleration, load may
be controlled and measured. This is a very effective way
to measure the performance of an engine running under a
controlled load.
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Conductors
Inlet Diam(max) (in) =

[DEL

m)/VE( %)]* . 3208
2(ft/sec)* . 7854

DELpump(gpm) =
1.8
VE( %) =
0.8
:nlet Diam(max ( i -i - O. t - 11/2464
Inlet Diam (min) (in) =

[DEL

m)/VE( %)]* . 3208
S(ft/sec)* . 7854

DELpump(gpm) =
1.8
VE( %) =
0. 8
Inlet Diam min) ( in
0 . 1 2,7 419
Working Diam (max) (in)

=

m)

=

Working Diam (min) (in)

=

m)
Working C1am min) ( in

=

m)* . 3208
DEL um
7(ft/sec)* . 7854
1.8
0 . 32408502~
DEL
m)* . 3208
20(ft/sec)* . 7854
1.8
. 1917.L286

Figure 6 . Conductor Sizes .

The 3 . 5 horsepower gasoline engine is placed on a
dynamorneter and tested for torque and horsepower at
determined RPM' s in the range of the hydraulic system .
The hydraulic circuit will only handle a small window of
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RPM ranges due to the stalling of the engine.
window is between 2100 and 3500 RPM.

This

The gasoline engine

will be set at full throttle and a load applied until the
engine reaches a stall point. After the first reading is
taken at 3500 RPM, readings are taken until the stall
point is then recorded. The torque and horsepower ratings
are recorded for later comparison with the hydraulic
circuit.
The dynamometer is then used to test the hydraulic
circuit at the specified RPM ranges for the gasoline
engine. Since the dynamometer will only show the RPM of
the hydraulic motor, a digital tachometer will be used to
measure RPM of the prime mover of the hydraulic system.
The prime mover is in fact the same gasoline engine that
was tested before.
the prime mover.

The same RPM ranges are applied to
The load will then be applied to the

hydraulic circuit outputting torque, speed and horsepower
that will be recorded.
Revision to Methods
After performing a preliminary test on the hydraulic
circuit, the dynamometer would not apply a load to the
hydraulic circuit because the hydraulic motor lacked the
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necessary RPM' s to cause the dynamometer to function .

A

new test procedure that is comparable was selected.
The new test procedure consists of taking RPM
readings in the ranges determined earlier of both the
prime mover and the hydraulic motor .

Pressure readings

are then taken with a pressure gauge at those RPM ' s.
Appendix C for pressure gage and reading method .

See

Then

the pressure is applied to the formula in Figure 7 to
calculate the torque at that specific pressure .

Hydraulic Motor Torque
Torque(in-lbs)

=

Pressure(psi)*Displacement(in3 /rev)
2(PI)

Pressure(psi) = 1800
Dis . (in3/rev) =
3
~crque(~n-~bs I= 859.

I

Figure 7 . Motor Torque .

After the torque is calculated, it will be converted
to ft-lbs.

This is stated in Figure 8 .
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Dynamometer Conversion Toroue
Torque(ft . -lbs. ) = Torque (in . - lbs . ) *
Toraue (in . - lbs . ) =
,..,
. qt.e ___ .-lbs .

1 ft .
12 in .

860

71 . _tt- _ctt

I

Figure 8 . Dynamometer Conversion Torque.

The reason for this is so that the conversion factor
of .5 ft. is used to convert the torque to pounds of
force equivalent to the dynamometer reading as if the
circuit were tested on it .

The conversion factor comes

from the lever arm distance from the center of the shaft
to the plunger on the dynamometer .

This is explained in

figure 9 .

Dynamometer Load Conversion
Load (lbs . ) =

Torque(ft.-lbs . )
. 5 ft .

Torque(ft . - lbs . ) = 71
LOdd ( ~L.::> .
142 1
Figure 9 .

Dynamometer Load Convers i on .
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Then the horsepower can be calculated by the
dynamometer formula presented in Figure 10 .

The RPM in

this equation comes from the hydraulic motor at the set
speeds of the prime mover .
The change of methodology is comparable because the
dynamometer is used to calculate HP and torque at maximum
engine capability in the prime mover .

The pressure

readings are used to calculate the maximum torque of the
hydraulic motor that is conver ted with the conversion
factor of the dynamometer to establish the maximum load
that the dynamometer would have produced on the hydraulic
motor .

The load is then applied with the RPM of the

hydraulic motor and calculated for HP a ccording to the
dynamometer HP equation.

See Appendix D for dynamometer

load gage , lever arm length , and equation .

Dynamometer Horseoower
Load(lbs)*RPM
10, 000

HP=

Load(lbs) =
RPM=
HP
I

8

3500
~

-·

I

Figure 10. Dynamometer HP.
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Installation in Go-cart
The hydraulic system is installed on the go-cart and
tested for speed and torque.

The addition of the break

valves does not affect the performance of the circuit;
they are added to protect the hydraulic motor from
damage.

The speed is determined by driving the car in a

straight line on a flat surface and reading the RPM from
the drive shaft with a digital tachometer.

See Appendix

E for go-cart photos and Appendix F for test method.
pressure setting of the system and the displacement of
the hydraulic motor are used to calculate the torque.
Fricti'on and other factors are not considered.
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The

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter examines the findings of the study and
compares the two drive systems as to horsepower, torque ,
and speed .

The implementation of the hydraulic circuit

into an existing go-cart is studied as to its speed and
torque capabilities .
Prime Mover Results
The 3 . 5 HP engine connected to a dynamometer
produced horsepower ratings according to speed of the
engine , and the load applied .

Table 1 illustrates the

results .
Table 1 .
Prime Mover Horsepower
Prime Mover HP
LRPM
Load (lbs)
3500
~. 8
8
7
~ . 38
3400
7
3300
. 31
3200
7
~ . 24
3100
6
. 86
3000
L. 8
6
2900
5
. 45
2800
2
- ~6
2700
l. 27
1
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The prime mover is then calculated for torque by
taking the distance from the center of the drive shaft to
the lever arm of the dynamorneter .

Table 2 states the

results .
Table 2 .
Prime Mover Torque

RPM

Prime Mover Torque
Load (lbs) Distance(in)
Torque(in-lbs)

3500
3400
3300
3200
3100
3000
2900
2800
2700

8
7
7
7
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5

2
1

48
42
42
42
36
36
30
12
6

Hydraulic Motor Results
The hydraulic circuit was observed at different
speeds of the prime mover and the RPM of the hydraulic
motor was recorded.

The horsepower of the hydraulic

circuit is based on pressure readings that were taken at
different RPM' s of the prime mover and converted into
torque readings.

These torque readings were then

converted into the l oad that the dynamometer would have
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read .

The horsepower can be determined from this .

This

is seen in Table 3 .
Table 3 .
Hydraulic Circuit Motor Horsepower
Hydraulic Motor HP
Prime Mover RPM RPM Load (lbs . )
3500
3400
3300
3200
3100
3000
2900
280 0
270 0

114
110
107
104
101
97
94
91
88

142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142

HP
1. 6188
1 . 562
1 . 5194
1. 4768
1 . 4342
1.J774
1. 3348
1 . 2922
1.2496

Table 4.
Hydraul ic Circuit Torque
Hvdraul ic Motor Torque
Prime Mover RPM Pressure Displacement
3500
3400
3300
3200
3 1 00
3000
2900
2800
2700
2600
2500
2400
2300
2200
2100

1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Torque(in-lbs)
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860
860

The t o rque was determined earlier fr om the pressure
readings and the d ispl acement of the mo t o r .

Table 4

illustrates the results.
Comparison
The h o rsepower in the prime mo ver decreases as
RPM decreases and load increases .

Ho rsepower in the

hydraulic circuit decreases as RPM in the prime mo ver
decreases .

This is shown in Figure 11 .

Horsepower Comparison
3

2.5
1-4
(I)

.;::

0
A.
(I)

~
0
:x::

~

Prime Mover HP

........

'"'---....

--

-

Hydraulic HP

-

2 -

1. 5

-

-

........

----- ~ --------

-

1 -

~

0.5
0
3500

3400

3300

320 0

3100

30 0 0

2 900

RPM

Figure 11 .

Ho rsepower Compariso n .
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2 800

270 0

To rque in the prime mo ver dec reased as RPM
decreased .

The hydraulic c irc uit maintained constant

t orque as sho wn in Figure 12 .

Torque Comparison
-+- Prime Mov e r Torque

_.__ Hydrauli c To rque

1000
900
800
Cl)

..Q
.-I

I

•

•

•

•

:

:

-

•

•

•

-

-

3000

2900

•

•

700
600

A

....
(I)
;;j

tr

5 00
400

I-<
0

f-t

3 00
200
100
0

'

3500

~

'

3400

3300

3200

3100

2800

2700

RPM

Figur e 1 2 .

To rqu e Compa ri son .

The prime mo ver RPM stays the same until a load i s
applied t o i t .

Then the range o f speed is from 350 0 to
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2700 without the motor stalling.

The hydraulic circuit

has a much slower RPM range from Oto 114 RPM.
Conclusions
Prime Mover
The prime mover has the advantage over the hydraulic
circuit with its speed capabilities being greater.
However, the speed is limited to a range between 3500 and
2700 depending qn the load applied.
The torque capability is substantially less than
that of the hydraulic circuit.

At full throttle it has a

maximum torque load of 48 in-lbs.

Depending on the

application, this torque load might be substantial.
The horsepower rating of the prime mover exceeds
that of the hydraulic circuit with a maximum of 2.8
horsepower at full throttle.

However, the horsepower

diminishes at higher loads.
These results conclude that the gasoline engine
could be used in applications that require small amounts
of torque and loads at higher speeds.

The RPM window is

fairly small, so the application would be dependent upon
these factors.

The gasoline engine could be used for a

small drive system application within its parameters or
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with the addition of a mechanical power transmission
device such as a clutch.
Hydraulic Circuit
The hydraulic circuit has a speed capability of a
maximum of 114 RPM.

The advantage is that the speed can

be maintained or decreased up to the maximum torque load.
Unlike the prime mover, which speed diminishes as load
applies, the hydraulic circuit can switch speeds without
torque loss.
The torque capability of the hydraulic circuit is
much higher than the prime mover with a maximum of 860
in-lbs.

The limiting factor of the torque here is the

pressure setting on the relief valve.

If the pressure

were to be raised, the torque would raise as well.

The

hydraulic motor will only produce torque up to its rating
without damaging the internal components.

As long as the

prime mover can produce the desired pressure, the torque
will remain constant.
Horsepower diminishes in both systems but the
hydraulic system maintains horsepower at set prime mover
speeds.

At a maximum prime mover setting of 3500 RPM,

the horsepower of the hydraulic circuit is 1.6.
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This is

lower than the horsepower of the prime mover at full
throttle, but what is lost in horsepower, is gained in
fluctuating speeds without torque loss.
These results conclude that the hydraulic circuit is
superior in torque and horsepower control.

The circuit

can withstand larger load capabilities along with
fluctuating speeds without torque loss.

This design is

able to carry larger loads within the parameters at low
speeds.

A drive system application is possible as long

as low speed and high torque are desired.
Go-cart Application
The hydraulic circuit was placed on a go-cart and
tested for speed and torque.

A flat piece of blacktop

was selected to test the cart.

A digital tachometer off

of the rear axle determined the speed of tire rotation.
The maximum RPM the cart reached was 87 RPM.

This is

converted into miles per hour as shown in Figure 13.
The torque of the car is determined by the setting
on the pressure relief valve.
valve was set at 1800 psi.

In this application, the

The displacement of the pump

and the pressure setting gives a maximum torque of 860
in-lbs.

This is enough to get the car and driver rolling
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on flat ground at 4.1 3 mph .

If an incline is

experienced, the cart requires more torque to climb the
incline .

In order to get more t orque , the pressure must

be raised .

If the pressure required climbs above 1800

psi, the cart stops and the fluid exits through the
relief valve .

Speed of the Cart

Speed(mph)

RPM=

Circum£erence (in . )
Spe~d(mph)

=

*1 ft
*Cir(in) * 60 min *1 mi
1 hr
*5280 ft *12 in

RPM

=

87
50 . 25
4 . LJ9l l

Figure 13 .

Speed of Cart in MPH.

Recommendations
For further research , this study could be performed
again with a larger h orsepower prime mover and a higher
torque capability hydraulic motor .

The pump displacement

could also help gain more flow and result in higher
speeds.

The pressure in the system could be raised to

insure greater torque outputs fo r possible incline
capabilities .
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Summary
Chapter I described two different drive-systems for
a typical motion application.

The objective was to

compare a gasoline motor with a hydraulic rotary circuit
according to speed, horsepower, and torque.

The next

step was to install the hydraulic circuit into an
existing go-cart and confirm mobility capability.
In Chapter II, hydraulic principles and parameters
were discussed according to the function and design of a
particular system.

Components of typical hydraulic

circuits were looked at in detail.

The introduction to

circuit design and capability were discussed in order to
provide a basic understanding of the factors that are
being dealt with in a rotary circuit.
In Chapter III, The components used to build the
rotary circuit were discussed.

The use of the

dynamometer and pressure readings gave an accurate
representation of the two drive systems and their
capabilities.
In Chapter IV, a 3.5 horsepower gasoline engine was
compared with a designed hydraulic rotary circuit as to
horsepower, torque, and speed.
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The gasoline engine

proved to have high RPM levels but much lower torque
capabilities.

The horsepower was higher in the gasoline

engine but only at smaller loads.

The hydraulic circuit

outputs constant torque but lacks the speed capability of
the gasoline engine.
The application of the hydraulic circuit to a gocart proved successful at low speeds.

The circuit

allowed the cart to travel on a flat surface at 4.13 mph.
The system produced enough pressure to ensure torque
capabilities to allow movement of the cart.
The gasoline engine could be used in applications
that require small amounts of torque and loads at higher
speeds.

It could be used for a small drive system

application within its parameters or with the addition of
a mechanical power transmission device such as a clutch.
This study has shown the hydraulic circuit is
superior in torque and horsepower control. It can
withstand larger load capabilities along with fluctuating
speeds without torque loss. A drive system application is
possible as long as low speed and high torque are
desired.
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Appendix A
Hydraulic Circuit Schematic

Brake Valves
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Gasalina

EnJire
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F.I.a, Cmtral.
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Appendix B

Component Desc r iptions
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Component Descriptions
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Component Descriptions
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Component Descriptions
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Appendix C
Pressure Gage and Reading Method

Valve
Outlet

The pressure readings were taken by using a
hydraulic pressure gage .
from Oto 2000 psi .

The scale on the gage ranges

The gage is connected in line on the

outlet side of the pressure relief valve as shown above .
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Appendix D
Dynamometer Descriptions

Dynamometer
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Dynamometer Descriptions

The conversion
comes from the distance ,
6 inches , from the center
of the shaft to the
plunger
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Appendix E

Go- cart Photos
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Appendix F
RPM Test Methods
The digital tachometer was used to read RPM in all
the tests conducted .

A reflective sticker was used to

send a signal bac k to the tachometer for an RPM reading .
Digital
Tachometer

Drive Axle
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RPM Test Methods

Gasoline
Engine
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